OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER OF CUSTOMS (NS-I),
MUMBAI ZONE-II, JAWAHARLAL NEHRU CUSTOM HOUSE,
NHAVA SHEVA, TALUKA: URAN, DISTRICT: RAIGAD,
MAHARASHTRA-400707.
e-mail: apmainexp@jawaharcustoms.gov.in Phone:(022)-27242700


SUBJECT: EXAMINATION OF GOODS WITHOUT REGISTRATION AT DOCKS –REG.

Attention of all officers is invited to the above mentioned subject. The Trade has reported that the bill of entry are not getting registered in Docks because of problem related to system. Therefore, keeping in view the problem related to system that the bill of entry are not getting registered for examination of goods, it has been decided that the docks officer will give permission for seal cutting and will also examine the goods without registering the bill of entry in the system in all the cases where duty has already been paid. However, the officers are instructed to first verify the payment of duty related to each and every assessed bill of entry either by viewing the bill of entry in the system or by verifying the manual challan of payment. This instruction is restricted to only examination of the goods as it is learnt that feeding of examination order in the system is not permitted by the system. No manual out of charge is to be permitted till further order. All relevant records of bills of entry for which seal cutting is permitted and examination of goods is being carried out, will be maintained in a register. Once system becomes functional, the goods registration will be done and the examination report will be fed in the system. Subsequently, out of charge can be given through the system.

Any difficulty in implementing the above said Standing Order shall be brought to the notice of the undersigned.

(Sunil Kumar Mall)
Commissioner of Customs, NS-I

Copy to:
1. The Pr. Chief Commissioner of Customs
2. All Commissioners, JNCH
3. All ADC/JC, JNCH
4. All DC/Docks